
Sewing Mastery’s Stitching Cosmos  
2020 International Fiber Exchange 

What is a Fiber Exchange?  

A Fiber Exchange is when a large group of sewists each buy a skein of yarn (or in this 
Fiber Exchange, three skeins), cut it into shorter useable lengths (10 feet / 3 meters 
from each skein) and then swap the fibers between other participants. The result is that 
each person ends up with a wide variety of fibers to try out for couching or surface 
embellishment projects. You will end up with 60 different fibers from the Sewing Mastery  
Fiber Exchange.

If you would like a variety of yarns and novelty fibers to use in future projects without 
spending a ton of money, then join us for the Sewing Mastery Stitching Cosmos 2020 
Fiber Exchange! A Fiber Exchange is a cost effective way to increase your fiber 
collection by exchanging with 20 other people.

How to Participate 

1. This Fiber Exchange is open to all enrolled Stitching Cosmo Online Course 
students. 


2. Fibers can arrive throughout 2020. Fibers will be accumulated until 20 sets have 
arrived. We will continue the Fiber Exchange through December 31, 2020 for 
students who enroll throughout the year. 


3. Mail Fiber Exchange fibers to Sara’s store, Heirloom Creations in Sioux Falls, SD. 

4. Select THREE fun, couchable yarns (no boring yarns).

5. Wrap 10 feet (3 meters) of each color on to one card. Make 20 sets.

6. Write/print your first name, city, state on each card. It will be fun to see where all the 

fibers came from. 

7. Place all fibers in a large zip lock bag with your name on the bag. 

8. Mail a total of 20 wrapped cards.

9. Include a self addressed, WITH POSTAGE mailing envelope similar in size of the 

one used to send your fibers in for the exchange. 

10.Print off the following page and include it with your fibers. 

11.Upon arrival we will take batches of 20 participants at a time, return one of each 

fiber to you from 20 different people.


International Fiber Exchange Participates 

1. Please include a PayPal account e-mail address and we will bill you for the correct 
postage to ship the fibers back to you.


2. Include an SELF ADDRESSED envelope WITHOUT postage. 


Questions? E-Mail us at info@sewingmastery.com  



Print This Page & Include With Your Fibers 

Name _______________________________________________ 

Address _______________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip _______________________________________________ 

Phone Number _______________________________________________ 

E-Mail Address _______________________________________________ 

PayPal Address (International Participants Only) ________________________ 

Mail To:  

Sewing Mastery’s 2020 Fiber Exchange

C/O Heirloom Creations

3800 S Western Ave

Sioux Falls, SD 57105 USA


I am Enrolled in the:  

Bernina Stitching Cosmos


Husqvarna Viking Stitching Cosmos


Pfaff Stitching Cosmos 


I am an Heirloom Creations customer


Check List:  

I have included 20 cards wrapped with three different FUN fibers. 


I have included 10 FEET (3 meters) of each fiber. 


I have written my first name, city and state on each card. 


I have placed my fiber exchange items in a zip lock bag. 


I have printed my name on the zip lock bag. 


I have included a PRE-PAID, SELF ADDRESSED exact sized envelope so the 

exchanged fibers can be returned back to you.


International participants - Include your PayPal account e-mail address for 

invoicing of postage. Once payment of postage has been paid, the envelope will 

be shipped. 


